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Next Generation CubeSat Bus (CNGB) Project Objective
! Develop Government owned open bus 
architecture
! Ensure modular, non-proprietary solutions
! Support open competition in the CubeSat industry
! Enable mission flexibility at lower cost
! Provide extensibility to larger form factors
! Drive the state-of-the-art (promote US leadership) 
and meet demands of upcoming mission 
applications
! Present a cost-effective/competitive bus solution 
to the Intelligence Community and Department of 
Defense customers
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Requirements flow down is maintained and exposed to the 
community (government partners and industry suppliers)











CNGB – General Mechanical Architecture
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! 2 solid rail ladders
! Flexible side-strut location
! 1cm spacing mount hole for each U
! 1cm wide rails with 2mm thick sides
! Fully symmetrical in all orientation except for:
! Partial symmetry in wiring routing space
! Partial symmetry in mounting hole location
! Only one type of mounting hardware needed 
regardless of which side it mounts to
! Minimum number of fastener types
Removable end feet with 







CNGB – Hardware Standardization and Wire Harness
! All mounting brackets are standard in shape and allow for a wiring 
harness routing space
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End piece (shown in two 
orientations)
Simple Cross-Bar
Cross-Bar with mounting ear
Simple Mounting ear





CNGB Mechanical Interface Definition
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Vendors have been exposed to the 
stayclear and mounting definition and 
are willing to adapt




CNGB – General Electrical Architecture





































• Security: dedicated paths
• Data rate balancing
Umbilical Port:
• In-system Radio testing
• Standard direct Ethernet 
connection to Operating system 
(No Umbilical box)
• Standard power charging
Power Bus:
• 12 Volt primary bus
• 12 Volt secondary bus
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CNGB – Module Electrical Architecture





All modules shall be 
fused immediately at the 













All modules shall implement a 
standby/power off mode 










Data Bus interface contains 
power. Interface power shall 
power ONLY interface portion of 
the module and NO other 
components. Interface power 
shall be provided by the 









If more than one data bus is 
supported both data interfaces 
shall implement the power 
control through their own 
interface power
Either data bus can be used to 
connect to the data interface if 
only one interface is present. 
Mission specific need drive which 
bus is used
Self powered interface 





CNGB – Data Interface Detail
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Data Interface
Power enable
Power in Interface power
Interface controller
• Implements interface protocol
• Implements module addressing


































Power enable shall be open 
collector or open drain 
(depending on the switch) to 





Sensing unit is available as 
soon as the data interface is 
self powered
JTAG output signals (TDI, 
TCK and TMS) are tri-stated 
and in High Z mode by 
default. (no conflict with other 
interface). They shall have a 
pull down Interrupt out shall be open 
Collector to allow all 
module to receive or send 
an interrupt. Line shall have 
a pull up at the comment 
and control module
Interface format is dependent on the 
module. Data interface should 
support (RS-232, RS422, RS485, 
I2C, SPI, CAN) if possible
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CNGB – Electrical Physical Layer - CAN
! Fixed format messages with limited size
! CAN communication does not require node (or system) configuration information (addresses)
• Flexibility: a node can be added at any time
• Message delivery and routing: the content is identified by an IDENTIFIER field defining the message 
content
• Multicast: all messages are received by all nodes that can filter messages based on their IDs
• Data Consistency: A message is accepted by all nodes or by no node
! Frame types
• DATA FRAME: Carries regular data
• REMOTE FRAME: Used to request the transmission of a DATA FRAME with the same ID
• ERROR FRAME: Transmitted by any unit detecting a bus error
• OVERLOAD FRAME: Used to force a time interval in between frame transmissions
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! 9-pin Nano-D connectors for data
! 15-pin Nano-D connector for power
! Standard pinout
CNGB – Wire harnessing and cable routing




Pin number Pin Name
1 Interface Power (5V)
2 CAN-
3 Interface Ground
4 Interrupt 1 (reserved for PPS if present)
5
Interrupt 2 (reserved as wake-up signal for 




9 Interface Power (5V)
Drop-in/Bus
implemented by using 
two interconnected 




Functional Modules Logical Devices
CNGB – Software Architecture
Hardware Interface
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– pace lug & play rchitecture – Network layer
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! SSM – SPA Services Manager
! Software written by Space Dynamics Laboratory (SDL)
• Hosted on SDL website at https://pnpsoftware.sdl.usu.edu (requires user account)
Core Component Key (All are executables that must be running)
CAS = Central Address Service – hands out block addresses to subnet managers
LS = Lookup Service – collects all the xTEDS from SPA Components in the system
SM-L = SPA Local Manager – software process that handles activity on the local SPA-Local subnet




! The SPA framework provides methods for an 
application to communicate with services and 
other applications
! Applications send and receive xTEDs messages 
to expose module capabilities and define 
available commands and data
! If an application needs data or services from 




! Application may also Publish periodic data or 
Subscribe to data published by other components
! CNGB effort is defining standard xTEDS for 
major CubeSats modules compatible with the 
architecture.
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xTEDS
eXtensible Transducer Electronic Data 
Sheet
• An XML file that describes properties, 
parameters, dependencies and interfaces 
to SPA components
• Machine-readable representation of data 
provided, messages accepted, services 
provided, and physical characteristics for 
a specific component within PnP network
• Registered with the Lookup Service, 
which indexes it and allows allows other 
SPA components to find your component 
based up Dependencies and Queries
• SSM provides executable to generate a  
C++ header file from an xTEDs




CNGB architecture progressing towards defining standard 
operation modes and transitions addressing community concerns
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From \ To Transport Ground Stowed Post-Ejection Post
deployment
Operational Protected Survival Sun-Safe Loss of
Communication






















































































AND initiate deploy 




















































more than 96 hours 
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Current Schedule as of 07/14/2014
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